
4910 Laub Ln 
Madison, WI53711 
2/DEC/2020

Dear Elected Representatives and Appointed Officials:
(Senator, Congressperson, Assemblyperson, Judges)

JILL J. KAROFSKY;

I am a citizen of the United States of America. I am a resident of the State of Wisconsin.

I am concerned about the integrity of our election (voting) process(es) in this land. I have 
observed that many are saying nothing with regard to accusations and legal challenges 
surrounding our most recent election. I have observed that some are taking a decidedly 
political stance and are dismissive of accusations and evidence presented because it is perceived 
as an attack on a particular political party. I have also observed that many in our Judicial 
system have disregard for the legal challenges regarding voting and vote/voter integrity.

Everyone of you has taken an oath or given a vow to uphold the law.

Some of the responses I have observed may be out of ignorance, some out of predetermined 
prejudice and others out of willful behavior to unduly effect the outcome of elections. But, 
whatever the reason the erosion of our election and balloting processes needs to be addressed so 
that I and we as citizens can be confident our votes are being accurately recorded and that we 
are not being disenfranchised through ignorance, neglect, foolishness or deliberate obfuscation.

The behaviors I am observing communicate to me that there is at the least a disregard for the 
best interests of the citizens you people supposedly represent; and at worst a contempt for 
individuals or groups that may hold a different view or a supposed different view than 
yourself.

With regard to the Judiciary in this country there is clear evidence that many have moved from 
a concern for Justice and opted rather for the very "fluid" practice of FAIRNESS. These are not 
the same.

I really do expect to hear from you with regard to our election and balloting processes. Your 
comments can easily be pushed to the public and made known to all. I hope I will not be 
disappointed.

Respectfully;

Michael R. Clemens


